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Theory of Frustrated Total Reflection Involving 
Metallic Surfaces 

T. R. Young and B. D. Rothrock 

(No vember 30, 1962) 

The t heory for fru strated to tal re f1ection has been devcloped for l. he case whcre t he 
t hird medium is m et alli c of complex index. Usin g para llel polarized lig ht a un iqu e minimu m 
in reflectance o ccurs a t a definite fi lm thickness. Experim ental verification of the t heory 
is made and indicates t he theory a pplica ble to t he precise measUl"e ment of t hin co nt act 
film s existin g bet\yeen m etallic a nd dielect ri c surfaces . 

1. Introduction 

In the field of precise length measuremen t there exi sts th e need to measure precisely the 
proximity of two surfaces. On e 01' both surfaces may be plane. Frequently a l least one o/' 
the surfaces is transparent to visible ligh t. For instan ce, in th e interferometric detenninations 
of the length s of metallic end standards cnJled gage blocks, a tran sparent pla te lll ay b e contacted 
to one of the end surfaces and th e optieallength between th e surface of this plate and th e nOll
con tac ted surface of t he gage block is determined . The practicallengLh , or calibrated length, 
of the gage block is obtained from the optical length by correc ting for th e pha e change dif
ference occurring a t reflec tion from th e two dissimilar smLlCes. Thus the practical leng th of 
the gage block is dependent upon the thickn ess of th e film exis ting between tbe contacted 
surfaces. A tran spar ent contactin g phtte, usually of quartz, is often Ll sed ra th er than a pla te 
of material similar to th e metalli c gage block to facili tate vi sual examination of the con tacted 
surttces. A satisfactory contacting is cons idcred to be one that providcs a uniforlll grayness 
ovcr th e con tacted area . 

Th e litera ture indicates som e inconsis tency in the measured valu es of wrin ging film 
Llli ckness . These measuremen ts l"twgc from - 2.4 to + 2.8 J.Lin . for lapped meLallic surfaces, 
For optically polished glass smfnces, the r ecent measurements by Druce an d Thomton [1] 1 

indicate a variation in thickness for different surfaces of ± 0.4 J.Lin . Negative values are ex
plained by the inves tiga tors as being caused by an interm eshing of the high poin ts of the surfaces. 
Although some of this in consistency in results m ay be due to systematic elTor or the use of 
ques tion able assumptions, there is a distin ct possibility th at wringing film thickn ess is dependent 
upon the material formin g the surface, the planeness of th e surfaces involved and the surface 
finish . However, there is evidence that the film thickn ess is not critically depend ent upon the 
type of oil used as a wringing agent wh ere this is employed to purposely contaminate lapped 
surfaces to facilitate contacting [2, 3]. Furthermore, whereas different values of wringing film 
Lhiclmess have been reported, many investigators agree that the thickness of a wringing film 
between two given surfaces is repeatable to a fraction of a microinch [1, 2, 3]. 

For the measurement of the practical length of gage blocks to an accuracy of 0.1 J.Lin ., 
it is obvious that stringent control and measurement of wringing film thickness are r equired. 
Practically speaking, it is useless to devise methods of length measurement of gage blocks that 
eliminate wringing films when the blocks measured will eventually be used in wring combina
tions with other blocks to achieve specifically desired lengths. What seems to be required is 
a measurement facility that will directly determine the wringing fum thickness between two 
surfaces to an accuracy better than 0.01 interference fringe (0.1 J.Lin .). 

Another common occurrence that arises in length measurements is the need to measure 
the proximity of a plane surface and a spherical surface. This proximity may be either posi-

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the cnd of t his paper. 
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tive or negative, negative in the sense that a contacting of a spherical and plane surface will 
result in deformation if a contact pressure is present. Although this deformation may be 
determined theoretically, it is questionable in all cases, particularly in the case of small contact 
pressure, that the theoretical assump tions are valid. In the case of positive proximity, an 
interference pattern of Newton's Rings is frequently used to determine the distance between J 

a plane and the vertex of a spherical surface. Figure 1A shows such a pattern formed between ~ 
a glass surface and a steel ball. The diameter of at least one ring is obtained for each of several 
wavelengths of light. Knowing the approximate diameter, the distance between the plane 
and the ball can be determined by extrapolating the fractional order patterns to the vertex and 
applying the method of coincidences. As in all interference length measurements, correction 
for phase change at reflection must be made, but in this case correction for dispersion of phase 
change is also required. Furthermore, the distance between ball and plane must be held 
constant during the time required to obtain interference patterns for each wavelength . 

This paper indicates the results of an investigation into the possibility of employin g 
frustrated total reflection to the problems described)bove. 

B 

• 
o 

FIG U RE lA. N ewton's Rings obtained by interfer
ence between glass boundm'y sU1jace and steel ball 
of fig1,re 9 . 

Angle of incidence is less than the-critical angle. B,O,D . R e
fl ectance pattern s obtaincd by frnstrated total reflection at angles 
45, 65, and 75° . 

2. Theory 

Total internal reflection occurs when light is incident at an angle 0 upon an interface 

between two media having indices of refraction J1.1 and J1. 2 such that f.L 1 sin 0> 1 where f.L l > f.L 2-
f.L2 

Here J1.1 and J.L 2 refer to the refractive indices of the incident and refractive media respectively. 
However, the energy associated with the incident light is transmitted into the refractive medium 
a short distance before it returns into the incident medium [4]. 

If a third material is positioned in the region of this energy transmission, this material will 
transmit or absorb part of the energy and prevent its return to the incident medium. This 
effect is referred to as frustrated total reflection. 

It has been shown that for an all-dielectric system, the relative amount of energy inter
cepted depends upon the polarization of the incident light, the thiclmess of the refractive film, 
the optical constants of the three media involved, the wavelength of the incident light and the 
angle of incidence [5]. 
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In t his development or the theory of frustrated total reflection involving metallic frus
trfLting media, it is assumed that a right-hand coordinate system, as shown in figUl'e 2, is used. 

Light from the positive Z space having a re fractive index ).Ll is incident at an angle 01 upon 
an interface represented by the xy phne at Z = O. A dielectric film of refractive index f.i. 2 exists 
between planes Z = O and Z = - d. Let O2 represent the angle of refraction in this medium. 

;:y A bowldary surface exists at Z=-d, forming fLn interface between the dielectric film and a 
medium having refractive index f.i.3, where f.i.3 may be complex. Let 03 represent the angle of 
refraction in this medium. 

The electric vectors represented in fi gUl'e 2 are the resultant of all incident, tmn smitted, 
and reflected waves. For insta,nce, E;p is the resultant of parallel polarizations of an com
ponents that are contributed by multireflections from sUl'faces at Z = O and Z = - d. 

,oi · The components of the electric vectors polarized in the plane of incidence are indicated 
by Evv where v is an integer indicating the medium. Prime quantities refer to components 
associated with reflected waves. Positive components are indicated by the arrows in figUl'e 2. 
Components of the electric vectors polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence are 
indicated by Evs. Positive components of E vs have a direction parallel to the positive y axis. 

In general, the parallel and the perpendicular components of the electric vectors may be 
I" expressed by 

... 

where 

E - A i [wt.-~ (x sin O,-Z , cos 0,) ] 
JlS- lis e 

E - A i [ wt -~ (x sill O,-Z , cos 0,)] 
vp - vpe 

E ' A I i [wt-~ (x sin O,+ Z , cos 0,) ] 
-f )1,, == -v, e A,. 

E ' - A' i [wt-~ (xsiu o,+Z, cos 0,) ] 
vp- ,pe 

v= l , 2,3 

A is t he ampli tude or the electric vector 
w is the angular velocity 
t is the time 

(1) 

----.-----------~--------------------~ x 

FIGURE 2. Representation of the rewllant electric 
vectors of light polarized parallel to the plane of 
incidence for all incident, reflected, and transmitted 
waves. 

Plane of incidence is in the plane of the paper. 
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and Av is the wavelength in lTledium v. 

From Snell's Law 

(2) 
where 

and 

Applying the conditions of continuity for electromagnetic waves at the boundaries Z = O . ~ 
and Z = - d, the relationships between amplitudes are obtained. 

For the polarization perpendicular to the plane of incidence 

A A , (A A' ) cos 82 
1,- 1.= 2,- 2, 11:J2 --8 cos 1 

A u A ' -u-A q cos83 
2s e - 2,e - 3s e n 23 --8 cos 2 

and Jor the polarization parallel to the plane of incidence 

where 

and 

where 

l ' A (A' A) cos82 
./: Ip- Ip = 2p- 2p --8 

cos 1 

A , -u A u _ 1 q cos 8a 
2pe - 2pe --./: ape --8 

cos 2 

-i27rJ12d cos 82 
u =---'---"-----= 

Ao 

-i27r J1ad cos 83 q=---:---
Ao 

Ao= vacuum wavelength . 

(3) 

(4) 

The ratios of the reflected to the incident amplitudes are ob tained for the perpendicular and [or 
the parallel polarizations by the use of eqs (3) and (4), respectively. 

h (1 cos 81 )+ . h ( COS 81 cos 82 ) cos u sm u 
11:J2n23 cos 8a n12 cos 82 n23 cos 83 (5) 

1 (1 + cos 81 ) . h ( COS 81 + cos 82 ) cos 1 u - sm u 
nlZn23 cos 83 n 12 cos 82 n 23 cos 83 

and 

h ( cos 83 cos 81)+ . h ( CO S 81 cos 83 1) cos u sm u 2 
nl2n23 cos 82 cos 82 n 23 cos 82 11:J2. 

(6) 
. h (CO S 81 cos 83+ 1 ) h ( cos 83 +cos 81) S111 U - -cos u --

n23 cos2 82 nl2 nl2n23 cos 82 cos 82 
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For the condition or total intcrn alrcfiection 

and from eq (2) 

. 2 
sm 01 > 
--2 - 1 

n ' 2 

(7) 

Using this value of cos O2 in eqs (5) and (6), the ratio of r eflected to incident a mplitudes are 

sinh u[sin2 O I -n~2+n12n23 cos 01 cos 03] + i~sin 2 01-n~2[cos 01-n'2n23 cos 03] cosh u 

sinh u[sin2 01 - nr2-nI2n23 cos 01 cos O.1] - i~sin 2 01 -n~2[cos Ol + n 12nn cos 03] cosh u 

for the p erpendicular polarization , and 

A;p s inh u[n~2 cos 01 cos 03+n23(sin 2 O, -n~2)]-i~sin 2 OI-n~2[nI2 cos 83-n~2n23 cos 8tl cosh u 

AlP = sinh u[n~2 cos 01 cos 03-n23 (sin2 OI-ni2)]+ i~sin2 81-n~2 [n12 cos 03+n~2n23 cos f)l] cosh u 

for the parallel pol nrization . 

(8) 

(9) 

Equations (8) and (9) m ay be used to determine t lte magni tude nnd phase of the reflected 
electric vector when an all-dielectric system is being considered. For such a system the re
flectance for the perpeudicular component is given by 

R = A;sA;:=B-C 
s AIs B + C 

where 

and the r efl ectance for the parallel co mponent is given by 

R = A;pA;;;= D+ E 
P AL, D- E 

where 

(sin2 81 -n~2) 2 2 2 2 . 2 4 4 
D= n~3 [n12n23(1+ n12n23)-SI11 81 (1+ n12n 23)] 

(10) 

(11 ) 

sin h 2 u . 2 4 2 2 4 • 2 2 2 2 
+~ [Sill 81(1 - nI2) + nd n12- 1) J[(n23-1) sm 81+n12n 23 (1 - n23 )] 

23 

When the frustrating medium has a complex refractive index, i.e. , when J..'3=n(1- ia) 
where n is the refractive index and a is the absorption index, n23 and cos 03 become complex and 
eqs (8) and (9) must be modified. From eq (2), 

and 
n(l - ia) 

2 '"rile s ign 0 r cos 02 is chosen negative as th is results in a dampening of the electric vector E 2 as it progresses in the film lllCdiulll in a negati ve 
z direction . 

3 The Sigll of cos 03 is chosen ncgative as this res ults in a dampening oftbe electric vector E 3 as it. progresses in the frust rating medium in a nega
tive z d irection. 
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Applying these expressions to eqs (8) and (9), one obtains for the perpendicular polarization, 

f Sinh u [ sin2 01-niz - pI /2 cos 01 cos ~]-pI /2(sin2 01-nI2)1 /2 sin ~ cosh u J 
_ A;s l -i [ p1 /2 cos 01 sin ~ sinh u- (sin 2 Ol-nlz) 1/2 (cos 01 + pI 12 cos ~) cosh u] 
~ ['inh U [,in' e, - ni,+p'" we e, co, ~J-p"'('in' e,-DiY" ,in ~ co,}' U J 

+i [ p1 /2 cos 01 sin ~ sinh u - (sin2 OI -nlz)IIZ (cos 01 - p1 /2 cos~) cosh u ] 

ItIl d r or th e parallel polltl'iza tion , 

where, 

[nf2M~p I / 2 cos 01 cos ~-n2(1-a2) (sin 2 Ol-nfz) ] sinh u 

+[M~pI / 2 sin ~-2nI2n2a cos 01] (sin2 01-niz)1 /2 cosh u 

+i { sinh u [nizM~pI / 2 cos 01 sin ~+2n2a(sin2 Ol-niz)] 

A;p --cosh u [M~pI / 2 cos ~+nizn2( 1 -aZ) cos oJ [s in 2 01 -nf2J1 /2} 

ni2Mzp co.s 01 cos 2+n I -a sllr 01-nJ2 S111 U AlP =i[ 0 Z l i Z ct> 2( 2) ( . 0 2) ] ' h 

- [M§pI IZ sin ~+2nfzn2a cos 01] [sin Z 01 -nI2J1 /2 cosh u 

l+i { sin h u [ nIzM§pI IZ cos 01 sin ~-2n2a(sinZ Ol-nfz)] 

+cosh u [M~pI /2 cos ~-ni2n2(1-a2) cos oJ [sin2 01 -nizF /2} 

cos ct> 
niznZ( l - aZ)-M~ sin Ot 

M~P 

(12) 

(J 3) 

Equations (12) and (13) may be used to determine the magnitude and phase of the re
fl ec(,rd electric vector when the frustrating medium has a complex refractive index, e.g., a 
metallic material. Reflectance equations similar to eqs (10) and (11 ), but for the case where 
1'3 is complex are given by eqs (14) and (15). 

A ' A'* R = _ I_S_ l ' 

• Ai, 

A ' A'* 
R =~· 

fJ Aip 

(14) 

(15) 

Numerical calcul!ttions of reflectance can be obtained by evaluating eqs (12) and (13) and 
mult.iplying by the numerical complex conjugate. 
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For an all-dielectric system where J.L l = J.L3 = 1.72; J.L 2= 1. 38; 8= 60 0 ; the reflectan ce relation-
hip to film thickness as calculated from eqs (10) and (11 ) is identical Lo that calculated by 

Vasicek [6]. The soliel CUl'ves of figUl'e 3 are also calculated from eq (10). Th ey show the theo
retical relationships of reflectance to film thickness o[ ail' between th e smfaces of glass having 
a refractive index of 1.5. The abscissa indicates the film thickness in microin ches and tbe ordi
nltte represents the percen tuge of perpendicularly polarized mercmy green light refiected. 
Curves for parallel-polarized ligh t, calculated from eq (11 ), have the same fOJ'1l1 buL exhibi t 
somewhat better sensitivity at larger angles of incidence. For instance, as the film increases 
from 0 to 0.2 J.Lin. the intensity of the reflected light incident at 800 increases from 0 to 10 per'cen t. 

The broken cmve of figure 3 results from calculation of eq (14). The CUl've shows the 
tneoretical relationship between l'eflectance of perpendicular polarized light and a film thick
ness of ail' existing between a "totally reflecting" glass sUl'face and a steel smface. Curves 
[01' angles o[ incidence less than 80 0 intercept the ordinate axis at lower values of reflectance 
but do not change their slope to any significant degree. 

Curves derived from calculations of eq (15) ar e much more interesting. Figure 4 shows, 
for different angles of incidence, theoretical relationships between reflectance of parallel polar
izedlight and a film thickness of air existing between fL "totally reflecting" glass smface and a 
steel surJace. Of significance, is the formation o[ a minimum occurring a t a film thickness 
dependent upon the angle of incidence. FUl'therl1lore, there is indicated a sen itivity in the 
reflectance to film thickness relationship that essentially equals the sensitivity obtained in 
the dielectric case. Unlike the dielectric case, a considerable increase in reflectance is obLained 
as the film thickness approaches zero. The [01'111. of the cmves shows theoretically that a 
measurement of reflectance to 1 percent could indicate Lhe thickness of a very thin film of ail' 
to an accuracy of 20 billionths of an inch. 

From the form o[ the CUl'ves in figme 4 it is apparent that for a very thin film of varying 
t hickness a pattern of minimum reflectance should be obtained resembling an interference 
fringe of equal thickn ess. U nlike an interference fringe pattern, only one minimum should 
be obtained, corresponding to a thickness of film dependent upon the angle of incidence. 
Therefore no ambiguity concerning the order of interference should exist. Another important 
difference arises from the sharpness of the reflectance dip obtained lor larger angles of inci
dence. For instance, the half width of a conventional two-beam interference hinge C01'1'e
sponds to approximately 5 millionths or an inch variation in film thickness whereas the haH 
width of these dips can be less than 1 millionth or an ioch.4 

4 Defining the half width of an unsym metrical dip is some wh,t arbitrar,-. III this instance thc h alf width is defined as tbe width of the dip 
at that reflectance equal to the minimwll reOeetallee plus one·half the diJTcrence io refl ectance between the minimum value and the val ue at 
ze ro film thickness. 
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FIG URE 3. Variation of reflectance wilh film thick
ness of air at various angles of incidence of perpen
dicular polarized lighto 

Solid lines are calculated from eq (10) for an all dielectric case. 
Tlw dotted line obtained from eq (14) is for the case where P 3 is a 
steel surface of complex index. 
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FIGURE 4. Variation of reflectance with film thick
ness of air at various angles of incidence of parallel 
polarized light for the case where ~3 is of complex 
index. 

The curves are calculated from eq (15). Note the lmique minima 
obtained in the reflectance. 

The film thiclmesses at which the minima are obtained can be calculated from the following 
equation. 

1 
I 

d - Ao .In 
47r,u l (sin2 81-n~2) 1/2 J 

where 

where 

[ (AE-BD) ±~(BD-AE)2_[F(A+B) -C(D+E)] [F(B-A)+C(D - E )]] (16) 1 
F(A+ B )-C(D + E ) ,. 

B = 2[(a- b) (c-8) - (e +J) (g + h)] 

E = 2[(e-f) (g- h) - (a+ b) (c + 8)] 

F = (c + W +(g-h)2_(a+ W -(e- f)2 

J = 2n2a (sin2 81- n~2) 

g= ,u~ pI/2 cos ~ (sin2 81-n~2) 1/2 

h=n~2n2(1-a2) cos 81(sin2 81-n~2)1/ 2. 
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Equation 16 is derived by differentiating eq (15) with respect to the function u . Setting 
the differential to zero, solving for u and applying eq (7) to the expression for u in eq (4), one 
obtains eq (16). 

By varying the constants JJ.l, JJ.2, JJ.3, A in eq (13) the location of the minimum is changed as is 
llldicated in figmes 5,6, 7, Variation of JJ.3 and A does no t significantly chan ge the locaLion 
of the minin1um and no major increase in sensitivity is noticed. However, with an increase in 

the optical constant, JJ.l , or the ratio JJ. l , the minimum forms at smaller values of d and the sen-
JJ.2 

sitivity significantly increases as there is a larger change in reflectance with changes in d. 
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FIGURE 5. 1'ariation oj 1'eflectance with film thick
ness of air for increasing values oj index oj /l l as 
calwlated /1'om eq (15). 

r Tbe angle of inciden ce of parallel polarized light is 65°. 
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FIGURE 6. Variation of reflectance with film thick
ness for increasing value of index of the film for 
parallel polarized light. 

The angle of incidence is 65°. 
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F[GUHE 7. Vari ation oj reflectance with film thick
ness oj air J or various values oj index of /l3. 

The angle of incidence is 65°. 
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FIGUHE 8. Vm'iation of reflectance with film thick
ness of air .for various values of wavelength given 
in microinches. 

The angle of incidence is 65° . 

• In calculations for varying wavelength, Ph aod 1'3 were changed to account for dispersion of glass and steel. 
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3 . Experimental Procedure 

To experimentally verify the theoretical eqs (14), (15), and (16) the arrangement drawn in 
plane view in figure 9 was employed. A variable prism, consisting of a half cylinder of glass 
with two planoconcave cylindrical lenses of the same refractive index CJ.l. e= 1.576) contacted to 
the surface with glycerine, was positioned on a lapped steel table of a spectrometer. The 
spectrometer rested on a table surface whose normal could be inclined through small angles 
from the vertical. The autocollimating telescope and the divided circle of the spectrometer 
were employed to aline each of the planoconcave cylindrical lenses so that the plane surfaces 
of the lenses formed included angles with the reflecting surface of the prism equal to the desired 
angle of incidence, 8. The prism assembly was then rotated so that the entrance window of the 
prism assembly was normal to a beam of plane polarized, collimated white light filtered with a 
mercury-green interference filter. Using the tilt table supporting the spectrometer, the normal 
to the spectrom.eter table was inclined one degree from the vertical in such a direction as to fall 
in the plane defined by the vertical axis and the normal to the reflecting surface of the prism. 
A lapped S.A.E. 52100 steel ball of 1 in. diam and having a mass known to 1 percent was posi
tioned on the spectrometer table. This platform served as an inclined plane holding the ball 
against the reflecting surface of the prism with a computed contact load of 0.1 g. 

The telescope of the spectrometer was replaced with a calibrated microscope having a 32 
mm objective and a lOX filar eyepiece. The microscope was positioned to receive the reflected 
beam and was focused on the totally reflecting surface of the prism at the point where the ball 
made con tac t. 

olSLIT FILTER 

FIG U RE 9. Schematic outline of setup used in experi
mental verification of theory. 

The basic equipment consists of a spectroilleter with the vertical 
axis of rotation being perpendicular to the plane of the paper. 'rhe 
prism, end caps, and ball rests on the spectrometer table with the 
ball held against th e prism by a 0.1 g fo rce due to a 1 deg tilt in the 
table. 

L RCE / 1~6y,(T'~~V 
COLLIMATOR ! '¥J~ l [ 

FI LAR EYEPI ECE 

POLAROID 
MICROSCOPE 

4. Results 

With the incident light perpendicularly polarized a slight diminishing in intensity of the 
reflected beam at and surrounding the point of contact was observed. This qualitatively 
verified the result indicated by eq (14) (see the broken line curve of figure 3). No minima 
were observed for this condition . 

With the incident light parallel polarized, minima such as those predicted by eq (15) were 
obtained. Figure 1, B, C, D illustrates typical patterns observed at different angles of incidence 
larger than the critical angle. These elliptical patterns, having major diameters as small as 
0.0015 in., were all obtained at the same magnification as that used for the Newton Ring pattern 
shown in figure lA. The film thiclmess at which the minimum occurs is proportional to the 
second power of the diameter as measured along the major axis of the elliptical ring. The 
existence of a unique mimimum rather than the cyclic pattern shown in figure lA, and the 
effect of increasing angle of incidence upon ring size, sharpness, and contrast qualitatively 
verify eq (15) as represented by the calculated curves shown in figure 4. The irregularities of 
the ring pattern for 45°, shown in figure IB, are considered to be the effect of surface irregularity 
of the steel ball . This same surface finish appears to have less effect on the minima obtained at 
larger angles of incidence. 
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A quantitative veriflcation of eqs (15) and (16) was obtained by comparin g the experim en tal 
determinations of film Lhickness at which the mi nima are formed with results derived from cal
cuhtlion s of eq (16) . To experimen tally determine the fum thickness x, tlle major diameters, 
2y, of the ellip tical rings formed at lmown angles of incidence were measured wiLh the calibrated 
filar eyepiece of the microscope. These measured values were appli ed to Lh c sagittal cquaLion 

where R is the radius of the steel ball. 
The experimental resulLs are compared in table 1 with the theoretical resul ts as dclcnnined 

byeq (16) . The experimental resulLs and the estimated error associated with the part icular 
measurement indicate clearly the close agreemen t of experiment wi th theory. In every efLse 
except one tne theory falls within the experimen tal error. The amount of error indicates pri
marily the ability of the observer to set a crosshair on the minimum rin g. With increasing 
angle of incidence the pattern becomes sharper and therefore easier to set on. 

TABLE l. Compw'ison between experimental and theoretical determinations oj film thickness 

0, Exp. values Theol'. values DifL 

Degrees lIficroinches JV icroinches 1I1icroinches 
41 6.6±1. 2 7.0 0.4 
45 2. 58±. 24 2.60 .02 
55 1.13±.15 .98 . 15 
65 . 47±. 12 .63 . 16 
75 .49±.09 . 49 .00 

In the theoretical determin aLion no factor wa used to compensate for the surface fi nish 
of the ball. However, agreement between theoretical and experimental values W~lS essentially 
O.I/Lin. The predominant scratch depth of the ball was approximately 2 /L in. This indicates 
the phenom ena arc practically independent of surface finish. 

5 . Conclusions 

Preliminary investigation and r esul ts indicate the method of frusLrated total reflect ion 
applicable to the precise measurelnent of thin films such as those existing between a dielectric 
and conductor. Significant in this investigation are that the measurements are independent 
of any phase change due to surface finish and the minimum ob tained is single valued, elimin ating 
the necessity of establishing an order as wi th frin ges. 
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